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new to gye
Posted by hershy9999 - 25 Mar 2019 16:26
_____________________________________

Hi, I am 32 years old, married and i have 4 children, b"h.

struggling  with masturbation for the last 20 years, and for the last 5 years with calling
inappropriate chat lines.

unfortunately i don't feel like changing yet.

========================================================================
====

Re: new to gye
Posted by je613 - 01 May 2019 02:35
_____________________________________

hi, I just joined today and im in the same exact boat as hershy. but I do want to stop and im a
wreck that my wife will find out and then it'll all be over. any ideas? desperate to stop. I stopped
looking or trying to see bad pics but then the next YH pops up with the stupid chat phone lines!!!
so depressing!!!!!!! any opinion if I should let my wife in on my issues or just keep on fighting on
my own? BH im not doing these things that often but the hirurim are driving me crazy!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: new to gye
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 25 Jan 2021 04:13
_____________________________________

And??? Hows it goin??

========================================================================
====

Re: new to gye
Posted by Hakolhevel - 25 Jan 2021 05:17
_____________________________________

I keep telling myself I will, but I think it would be a important thread one day to start. How I
misused and misunderstood Chabad Chassidus. And how now (in recovery) I understand it in a
whole new and healthier way.

========================================================================
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Re: new to gye
Posted by Zedj - 25 Jan 2021 06:31
_____________________________________

Hakolhevel wrote on 25 Jan 2021 05:17:

I keep telling myself I will, but I think it would be a important thread one day to start. How I
misused and misunderstood Chabad Chassidus. And how now (in recovery) I understand it in a
whole new and healthier way.

I for one would appreciate a thread on this topic.

unfortunately I'm no big maskil in chassidus but would definitely like to see the before and after
perspectives.

========================================================================
====
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